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1. Introduction

An old German saying, which is originally attributed to Wladimir Iljitsch Lenin,

quotes: “Vertrauen ist gut, Kontrolle ist besser” (trust is good, control is better)

(Klosa et al. 1998: 766). Agency Theory assumes that its actors follow this principle.

The agent is opportunistic and selfish and the principal can therefore not trust her.

Unable to oversee all actions the agent takes, due to a high workload or task

complexity, the principal still needs to delegate tasks and substantial deci-

sion-making power to her agent. The control that is lost in this process is recaptured

by the use of monitoring and incentive mechanisms. 

On the other hand the social capital literature continuously emphasizes the positive

impact of mutual trust within societies. Numerous large-scale sociological studies

show that trust levels greatly vary throughout the world. Examining more and less

trustful societies, scholars find untold positive effects of trusting behavior at micro-

and macroeconomic level. Examples of those effects are higher income growth rates,

better tax compliance or less corruption in trustful environments. Trust shows a

strong impact particularly with regard to economic exchanges that require credible

commitment. 

If commitment of agents is not credible it can to a certain degree be replaced by

control. This thesis  assumes that trust can widdershins also replace control and that

it hence has a positive impact on agency problems. It expects trust to decrease

control and to hereby significantly lower the 'control costs' that arise in situations in

which agents are employed. To test this assumption, it firstly further defines what is

referred to as 'control costs' here (section 2.1 and 2.2). Falling back to Agency

Theory, it argues that the (monitoring) expenses caused by audit fees and variable

management remuneration are examples of these 'control costs'. It finds that both,

audit fees and remuneration are subject to an ever more similar regulatory environ-

ment within the European Union (EU). 

With this knowledge, audit fees and variable management remuneration in 119

companies from four European countries with very different trust levels (France,

Germany, Sweden, the United Kingdom) are then examined (section 4.3 and 5). This

study finds that the proxies for 'control costs', audit fees and the variable fraction of
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remuneration, are indeed higher in low-trust environments. Running two multivariate

linear regressions, which take advantage of the harmonized regulatory environment

within the EU, the paper concludes that trust apparently has a diminishing effect on

control and the costs it causes. 

In order to make the research results in section 5 more comprehensive, the quantita-

tive part of this work is accompanied by a very extensive literature review on audit

fees (section 2.3), variable remuneration (section 2.4) and trust (section 3). The liter-

ature review covers threefold: economic theory, former empirical research and

accounting aspects. Section 4 detailedly explains the design of the regression

whereas section 6 discusses the findings and section 7 draws a final conclusion. 

Even though it is limited in scope, the work I present contributes to research inas-

much as it empirically analyzes the aforementioned relations of trust and agency

costs for the first time. Determinants of audit fees and remuneration on the one hand

and effects of trust on economic performance on the other hand have been exten-

sively studied. The overlap of these fields has not really been in the focus of science,

however. Although it has not received much attention, this research area is of great

importance: We confront agency situations every day and they do not only cause

costs in the sphere of multinational enterprises. By delegating tasks and responsibili-

ties to others, non-commercial private actors apply agency and face agency costs as

well. In an ever more diverse environment we are subject to increasing but possibly

unjustified distrust within organizations and society (Mayer et al. 1995: 710) and this

imposes overdrawn 'control costs' on us. Increasing audit and legal fees are just one

indicator for this trend. This study hence sees substantial cost-saving potential in a

“trust is better” approach to social and economic interaction and recommends

further research on the issue of trust formation.
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2. Agency Theory

2.1 Basic Assumptions and Conclusions of Agency Theory

Agency Theory is part of the new institutional economics (NIE). NIE uses concepts

from both, the earlier institutional economics and the neoclassical paradigm. From

the “old” institutional economics, NIE differs inasmuch as it makes use of a set of

neoclassical ideas, such as the self-interested, rational and utility-maximizing indi-

vidual and subsequent distribution and efficiency assumptions (Bardmann 2011:

345). From neoclassical economics NIE differs on the other hand, as – just like the

preceding institutional economics – it explicitly takes into account institutions as

important factors in economic interaction (Bardmann 2011: 335). Ménard and

Shirley (2008: 1) define institutions as “the written and unwritten rules, norms and

constraints that humans devise to reduce uncertainty and control their environment”.

According to their definition, institutions appear in the form of laws, norms of

behavior and beliefs as well as in organizational arrangements, such as markets,

firms and other contractual agreements. Institutions are not static. They represent the

views of a large majorities and thus slowly change over time (Bachmann / Inkpen

2011: 285 f.).

Agency Theory, which was strongly influenced by Michael Jensen and William

Meckling, against this backdrop then analyses the relationship of different actors in

the organizational sphere. It assumes that at some stage of growth of an enterprise the

ownership role and the management function, which are initially both taken by one

single individual (the owner-manager), need to be separated due to a high work load

and task complexity (Jensen / Meckling 1983: 2 f.). 

The basic idea is that holders of tradable securities, the owners or principals of the

company, at that point delegate the exertion of control to professional managers, the

agents. The delegation of control tasks goes hand in hand with a transfer of decision

making power (Marten et al. 2015: 49). Jensen and Meckling (1976: 308), as other

scholars of NIE, presume self-interest and utility maximization for principals and

agents. Especially the agents face a high incentive to cheat on their principals (Greif

1989: 865 f.), as the model also presupposes that the principals are not able to

oversee and evaluate all actions the agents take (Blum et al. 2005: 155). Therefore
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and since the interests of principals and agents frequently differ1, it is highly probable

that agents will not always act in the best interest of their principals (Marten et al.

2015: 49).

As the agents have a fairly high degree of control and can make substantial decisions,

the divergence of interests inside the firm imposes considerable costs on the princi-

pals and agents. These costs are known as agency costs and they can be split up into

three parts: 

(1) monitoring expenditures by the principal,

(2) bonding expenditures by the agent and 

(3) residual loss (Jensen / Meckling 1976: 308). 

Bonding expenditures (2) are costs which occur to the agents if they enter certain

agreements in order to signal that their actions are in the best interest of the principal.

In practice, these bonding expenditures could be potential contract penalties or

external audits causing additional effort, which agents voluntarily accept (Jensen /

Meckling 1976: 325). As the primary focus of this work lies on costs that share-

holders, i.e. principals, directly bear, bonding costs will not be further discussed here,

though. 

The residual loss (3) on the other hand are any costs that directly arise from the

divergence of the principals and the agents interests: If the agents indeed use the

firm-owned assets for private consumption or shirk their duties, for instance, this

results in lower profits or share rate losses, which are costs the principals eventually

have to bear (Marten et al. 2015: 51). The residual loss is always taken by the princi-

pals (Jensen / Meckling 1976: 308). Therefore, the principals are prompted to estab-

lish certain measures, which either monitor the work of the management or align the

interests of the agents with their own goals and subsequently lower the residual loss

(ibid.: 323; Schulz 2009: 77 f.). 

Monitoring instruments are the hiring of independent auditors or supervised

restricted budgets, among others (ICAEW 2005: 6 f.). Interest-aligning control mech-

1 Security holders most probably have the goal of profit and equity maximization while the agents, 
maximizing their utility, might also try to minimize their own work effort or privately consume the
firm-owned assets (Miller 2008: 352 f.). Obviously, those goals are conflicting. Also, agents might
have a different attitude towards entrepreneurial risk as they just manage and do not own the firm 
(Beccera / Gupta 1999: 184).
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anisms could in practice be variable management remuneration or the division of the

company into profit centers (Blum et al. 2005: 155; Köster 2013: rec. 3). Commonly,

monitoring and interest-alignment are both applied in combination (Miller 2008:

350). All the instruments, however, also create costs, which Agency Theory refers to

as monitoring expenditures (1) (Jensen / Meckling 1976: 308). At this point it is

important to note again that both, the monitoring expenditures and the residual loss

are summands of the total agency costs. Hence, principals will only opt for any

monitoring expenditure if it is lower than or equal to the the residual loss it elimi-

nates (Jensen / Meckling 1976: 323 f.). 

Other scholars argue that the managerial labour market, making managers constantly

worry about their reputation (Fama 1980), and the market for corporate control,

making poorly managed firms an easy target to hostile takeovers (Manne 1965), also

have a confining effect on the residual loss and thus on Agency Costs. These

approaches will not be further examined here, though. 

A main argument of this paper further developed in section 4.1 is the statement, that

populations with high levels of mutual trust suffer less agency costs, precisely lower

monitoring expenditures than populations with low mutual trust. Because of this,

section 2.2 further defines the central variable monitoring expenditures and discusses

how it could be quantified. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 then examine two types of quantifi-

able monitoring expenditures, explain which factors influence them and outline how

they are disclosed and accounted for.

2.2 Monitoring Expenditures

In section one restricted budgets, independent auditors, the establishment of profit

centers and variable management remuneration were named as examples of moni-

toring and incentive mechanisms. These measures all create monitoring expenditures,

but not all of the expenditures can be quantified. Some of the expenditures can be

quantified, but figures which help to estimate them are regularly not disclosed by

companies (Baetge et al. 2014: 6). The only monitoring expenditures which are both,

quantifiable and widely accessible and therefore of use for our model are firstly fees

independent auditors receive for financial statement audits and secondly the variable

part of the compensation of managers. As this study will detailedly outline in 2.3 and

2.4, those two expenditures are accounted for in bookkeeping departments and they
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are compulsorily disclosed in financial reports, which are prepared in accordance

with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and published by Euro-

pean enterprises (IAS 24.17; Directive 2006/43/EC, art. 49). Therefore they serve

well as proxies for monitoring expenditures. 

2.3 Audit Fees

2.3.1 Audit Pricing Influences

Due to the aforementioned owner-manager conflict, owners are assumed to suspect

their agents of providing them with limited or even wrong information (ICAEW

2005: 8 f.). The purpose of audits is to assure that management provides a true and

fair view of the company's financial performance and position in the financial state-

ments (ICEAW 2005: 9). In order to verify wether the financial statements indeed

provide a true and fair view of the financials, auditors consider the generally

accepted accounting principles (GAAP) which their client is obliged to use (PWC

2013: 7). They check if the financial statements are prepared in accordance with

those mandatory GAAP. As no GAAP can detailedly stipulate every possible recog-

nition, measurement and disclosure companies could make, auditors on top of that

need to use their professional judgement to give an audit opinion (Hachmeister 2008:

62). Unlike commonly expected, auditors are not generally obligated to assess and

evaluate the economic condition of the audited company, however (Marten et al

2015: 19; Naumann 2008: 98).

In contrast to other professions, auditors are not subject to fiscal regulation in the

pricing of their services. Audit fees are determined in a free market process (Niehus

2008: 158). Following an invitation by their potential clients the audit firms in this

process commonly make proposals, which among other things contour the scope,

schedule and price of the audit, and the potential clients then agree or decline

(AICPA 2015: 8). Two factors make the audit market distinct, though: On the one

hand statutory audit regulation provides the market with constant demand (Marten et

al. 2015: 37). On the other hand strict professional rules pose market entry barriers

and limit competition among suppliers (Hachmeister 2008: 59 f.).

For this reason, the price of a financial statement audit intuitively is first and fore-

most influenced by the scope of the work that needs to be conducted. The scope of
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the work, in turn, in the first place depends on the size of the audited entity – the

bigger the client, the higher the fee (Zerni 2012: 313). The size of companies can be

defined in different ways. For my empirical model, I will simply fall back on the

aforementioned Directive on Annual Financial Statements, also using total assets /

liabilities, total revenues and employees as determinants of the company size. 

Another important factor influencing the scope of work is the regulatory environment

of the audit: If the auditor is bound to vast professional standards, the workload will

increase (Eilifsen / Willekens 2008: 10 f.) Equally, if the legal liability of the auditor

in case of misstatements is high, the auditor will possibly invest more time to get to a

sound audit opinion (Hachmeister 2008: 66). The European Union offers a very good

experimental setting for this study as not only the financial reporting standards, but

also professional auditor regulation is ever more similar in the member states: The

Directive on Statutory Audit first allowed the European Commission (EC) to adopt

international auditing standards, particularly the International Standards on Auditing

(ISA) by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB), for

application in the EU in 2006 (Directive 2006/43/EC, art. 26). The ISA are an exten-

sive set of professional standards, which give guidance for audit planning, audit

evidence, audit reports and other parts of the statutory audit (Marten et al. 2015:

116). The enforcement of those standards is coordinated by the Committee of Euro-

pean Auditor Oversight Bodies (CEAOB)2, an EU-wide supranational umbrella orga-

nization that will also impel the homogenous application of those ISA (EY 2014: 5).

The CEAOB works closely together with the European Securities and Markets

Authority (ESMA) (ibid: 5 f.), an organization coordinating the enforcement of IFRS

on the European level (ESMA 2016). One of ESMAs main objectives is the further

convergence in the application of the IFRS (ESMA 2016: 6 ff.). Given all those

European institutions3, one can assume that the auditors across the selected European

states already now approach their audit assignments in a fairly similar manner, invest

similar amounts of time and effort and will thus charge similar audit fees4.

The legal liability of auditors in case of misstatements on the other hand still differs

2 The CEAOB succeeds the European Group of Auditors’ Oversight Bodies (EGAOB), which 
previously was responsible for auditor oversight and professional standards harmonization (EC 
2016).

3 Note that 'institution' in this context again follows the definition given in section 2.1.
4 Of course, general price levels still significantly differ across the EU, this issue will however be 

taken into consideration in the later empirical model (refer to section 4.2.7). 
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across member states (Naumann 2008: 117).5 While in some member states the

liability of the auditor to the audited company and third parties6 is only of contractual

nature, auditors in other states also face tort claims, which exposes them to the risk of

additionally paying high damages apart from the contractual fines (EC 2001: 7). Of

the countries examined France, Germany and the United Kingdom provide tort law

for auditor liability to both, the audited companies and third parties (ibid.: 7). In

Sweden, the nature of claims of the audited company against the auditor is contrac-

tual only, but third parties can also bring forward tortious charges (ibid.: 18). In

France, Sweden and the United Kingdom, the audit firms and the signatories of the

audit report can be legally charged, while in Germany even the assistants of the audi-

tors can be held responsible for misstatements (ibid.: 11 f., 18 f.; § 323 (1) HGB).

Financially, the liability is not limited in France, Sweden and the United Kingdom

(EC 2001: 11, 18 f.). In Germany the maximum charge against audit firms is one

million Euros for audits of non-listed companies and four million Euros for audits of

listed companies (§ 323 (2) HGB). The limitation period varies between three years

in France and ten years in Sweden (EC 2001: 12, 18). Weighting up these differences

in auditor liability, one can eventually say that none of the examined regimes is

particularly harsh or permissive with statutory auditors and that the different liability

aspects thus should overall roughly counterbalance each other in their effects on

audit fees. 

The liability issue, however, also has an indirect effect on the cost of audits: Like

other enterprises, audit firms cover their risks with (partly mandatory) insurances

(ibid.: 82). As the availability and coverage of those insurances is limited, the big

audit networks have additionally built up so called captives (London Economics

2006: 92, 99). Captives are some form in-house insurance: member firms pay

premiums into a mutual fund owned by the network and are then to a certain extent

covered against the various types of charges affecting the audit profession (ibid.: 92).

The Big Four firms all make use of captives within their networks, while this form of

insurance is not so widespread among the looser and less centralized mid-tier and

small accounting organizations (ibid.: 92 f.). This keeps mid-tier and smaller firms

5 The 2014 Directive on Statutory Audits and previous EU legislation tackle this issue in a very 
vague manner only (Directive 2006/43/EC, art. 30 ff. and Directive 2014/56/EU, art. 30 ff.)

6 Third parties play an important role in this context as shareholders and the various other 
stakeholders also suffer from misstatements and therefore might have claims against the auditor 
(EC 2001: 7).
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from taking audit assignments with a disproportionately great audit scope or with

high liability risks that their insurance might not cover (ibid.: 46). Therefore, the

segment of big and risky mandates is particularly affected by a strong audit supplier

concentration (Le Vourc’h / Morand 2011: 131, 136). The few firms which serve

these markets can charge premiums more easily.

As most markets for audit services, the European market is generally strongly domi-

nated by the Big Four audit firms (EC 2008: 12 f.): In the countries examined in this

study, the Big Four market share ranges between 40 % in Germany and 79 % in

Sweden (Francis et al. 2013: 334 f.). On top of that, the supply concentration in the

Big Four market segment itself is also fairly high: The values here range between 42

% in the United Kingdom and 54 % in Germany, meaning that one firm alone covers

this respective percentage of the Big Four market share (ibid.: 330, 334 f.). In the PIE

market segment, the Big Four firms have an even more unchallenged position: Of the

listed Blue Chip7 companies which are examined in this work 118 out of 119 were

(at least partly, taking into account the joint audits in France) audited by a Big Four

firm. 

Various scholars find that Big Four audit firms can commonly charge premiums on

top of the average audit fee (Eilifsen / Willekens 2008: 4 f.). Reasons they name for

these premiums are on the one hand higher audit quality (Clatworthy et al. 2009:

141) and industry specialization within the Big Four networks (Castarella et al. 2004:

130 ff.), but also brand name effects (Fergusson et al. 2006: 105), reputational

endorsement through prominent audit assignments (EC 2010: 15) and even

oligopolistic structures within the audit market (Moizer 1997: 63). On the other hand,

the size of the audited companies influences audit fees contrariwise: Large enter-

prises with an extensive audit scope might, as previously emphasized, pay higher

total fees, the marginal returns in this function are diminishing, though (Castarella et

al. 2004: 135). This is because the bargaining power of large companies is higher and

because those companies usually have a more extensive internal audit system

lowering the control risk (ibid.: 135, 138). For the sample used in this study one can

therefore again note two oppositely acting influences, which might not offset each

7 A Blue Chip is a well-known company with a high market capitalization. There are no common 
threshold values which distinguish Blue Chips from non-Blue-Chips, however (Breuer et al. 2012: 
80).
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other completely, but should at least straighten out over a large sample.

Other authors state that specific industry expertise enables audit firms to charge

higher fees independent of the firm's size. The research results show, that premiums

on the reputation of being an expert-firm are up to 34 % of the average fee (ibid.: 130

ff. or  Craswell et al. 1995: 318). Zerni (2012: 336) breaks down this effect to the

employee level within firms and similarly finds that not only the reputation of the

firms, but also the perceived expertise of specific employees at partner-level has a

significant positive effect on audit fees.

2.3.2 Disclosure Regulation 

With the IAS-Regulation (Regulation 1606/2002/EC), which entered into force on

January 1st 2005, the EU made the application of IAS / IFRS compulsory for all

corporations whose securities are traded on a regulated European market (Regulation

1606/2002/EC, art. 4). The Directive on Annual Financial Statements in 2013 then

stipulated, that the “financial statements of public-interest entities [PIE], medi-

um-sized and large undertakings are [to be] audited by one or more statutory auditors

or audit firms […]” from 2015 on (Directive 2013/34/EU, art. 34). A definition of

company size, which determines wether entities are small, medium-sized or large by

using total assets / liabilities, total revenues and employees, is provided in this direc-

tive. The directive, however, gives member states the right to choose thresholds for

the size determinants within a certain margin (Directive 2013/34/EU, art. 3). Also,

even though it was due until July 20th 2015, the directive has not been implemented

in every member state yet (FEE 2016: 1 f.). Consequently, the thresholds for statu-

tory audit still widely differ within the EU, with Finland and Malta having the

lowest, and Switzerland having the highest thresholds (FEE 2016: 3 f.).  

The securities of the companies studied in this work are all traded on a regulated

European market, though (ESMA 2016 b). Moreover, all the companies examined

are governed by the law of a member state. By being governed by member state law

and being traded on a regulated European market, all companies of the sample are

not only obliged to apply IFRS in their financial statements. They also all match the

most recent EU-definition of a PIE provided by the 2014 Directive on Statutory

Audits (Directive 2014/56/EU, art. 1), meaning that their financial statements

certainly need to be audited by a statutory auditor according to the Directive on
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Annual Financial Statements. 

The statutory audits of those IFRS-pursuant financial reports obviously lead to

expenditures for the audited companies, which, as many other expenses, are

accounted for in the other operating expenses account (IAS 1.99) and therefore not

clearly identifiable to the reader of the report. The IFRS themselves do not require

the explicit disclosure of audit expenditures. The Statutory Audit Directive (Directive

2006/43/EC, art. 49), took up this issue, however, and prescribed the separate disclo-

sure of audit-, tax advisory- and non-audit fees charged by assurance firms in the

notes of the financial reports from 2008 on (Velte / Wernicke 2007: 73).

In conclusion, this means that data on audit fees should be publicly available at least

for all corporate entities whose securities are traded on a regulated European market.

This gives a sample of approximately 6.300 companies (ESMA 2016: 21 f.).

2.4 Variable Management Remuneration

2.4.1 Design and Applicability of Different Remuneration Systems

Variable remuneration is very popular as an interest-aligning instrument, especially

among bigger enterprises (Heckeler / Lübbig 2016: rec. 1). In a variable management

remuneration scheme the compensation of personnel with decision-making power is

based on certain determinants – assessment bases – which the respective personnel

has influence on. Taking a look at the data sets in the appendix (see appendix A), one

will note that the compensation of senior management is never completely variable.

As the figures show, the top level managers are paid abundant fixed salaries, which

already cover their existential needs very well, and the variable remuneration rather

serves as a 'bonus' on top of the fixed income. However, the data summary in 4.3 and

the figures in appendix A show that the variable portion still often makes up more

than 50 % of the total compensation. 

Variable remuneration comes in various forms and it is thus accounted for in very

different ways. For senior management, the assessment bases determining the remu-

neration are typically tied to equity instruments: Among others, the development of

the share price or the paid out dividends serve as the determinants of their variable

salary (Baetge et al. 2014: 9). For managers on lower hierarchy levels other perfor-

mance indicators, such as sales figures, capital use or profit contribution are more
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common as assessment bases, because those middle managers have hardly any

measurable influence on the performance of the equity instruments (Schulz 2009:

81). 

If different variable remuneration schemes are installed throughout one company,

there is a potential they set conflicting incentives.8 This creates a certain degree of

competition inside the entity, which, however, is acceptable as long as those

conflicting incentives eventually serve the profit maximization, the increase of share-

holder value or any other main objective the enterprise might have (Schulz 2009:

79). 

How effectively variable remuneration systems can be used significantly depends on

outcome measurability and on task programmability: If the outcomes of the assess-

ment bases are easily measurable, it is more probable a variable remuneration system

is installed, since compensation can then be easily adjusted to the outcome figures

(Björkmann / Furu 2000: 699). If the tasks of managers can in turn be well defined, it

is rather rather uncommon to make use of extensive variable remuneration. In those

cases it is easier to just monitor if the assigned tasks are executed according to the

(fairly simple) job descriptions (Björkmann / Furu 2000: 699; Miller 2008: 354).

The extent to which variable remuneration schemes are used also depends on the

company size and age. Variable pay systems, especially share-based systems, are

more popular among big companies and young technology startups. As scholars find,

the equity-based fraction of total pay in those firms is higher than in medium-sized

and small companies (Bebchuk / Grinstein 2005: 289 f.). A possible explanation for

this is the strong competition for the most capable managers among those startups

and big companies: Startups, which usually do not have vast cash reserves, are some-

what forced to make extensive use of equity-based payment. The big companies,

which look for similar high performing and risk-taking individuals, then follow this

trend in remuneration design and also expand their variable pay programs (Bebchuk /

Grinstein 2005: 298).  

Concerning the payment of the remuneration and it's incentive effects, there are two

prevalent ways to design a scheme: While linear remuneration systems with share

8 One remuneration assessment basis inside the company could be the decrease of inventory, which 
would most expectedly be in conflict with another common assessment basis, the sales figures.
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characteristics treat the management personnel as if they were normal risk-taking

equity owners and account for increases and decreases of the assessment basis,

limited linear systems with option characteristics only pay out  the amount that is

derived from gains of the underlying base value (Schulz 2009: 81 f.; Pellens et al.

2014: 524). By excluding managers from share losses, those remuneration schemes

enhance managerial risk-taking (Ménard / Shirley 2008: 11). In practice, shares and

phantom shares9 are widespread means to make the actual compensation payments in

linear systems (Schnabel 1998: 71 ff.). In limited linear systems, stock options10 and

share appreciation rights11 are preferably used for remuneration (Schulz 2009: 81 f.).

2.4.2 Accounting for Different Remuneration Systems

Incentive aspects →

Accounting aspects ↓

Systems with share
characteristics

Systems with option characteris-
tics

2) Equity-settled share-
based payment transac-
tions

Shares Stock options

3) Cash-settled share-
based payment transac-
tions

Phantom shares Share appreciation rights

1) Systems based on
other performance indi-
cators (IAS 19)

--- (Immediate) cash settlement

Figure 1: Types of remuneration systems, their distinction by incentive and
accounting aspects and the instruments they use (Following Wulf 2009: 458)

Unlike the incentive perspective, which as aforementioned usually distinguishes

between systems with share characteristics and systems with option characteristics,

accounting splits up the diverse types of remuneration systems into (1) systems based

on other performance indicators after IAS 19, (2) systems with equity-settled share-

9 Phantom shares are a fictitious transfer of stocks used as a remuneration instrument. They follow 
the exact price development of their underlying share. The remuneration is paid out in cash after 
an agreed vesting period (Breuer et al. 2012: 422).

10 Stock options guarantee their holder a fixed purchase price for a certain stock. The difference 
between the fixed price and the fair value of the share is the profit / loss of the holder. The holder 
of the option will of course not exercise the option if fixed purchase price > fair value. (Breuer et 
al. 2012: 544)

11 Instruments which entitle their holder to the appreciation amount of shares during a given period. 
In contrast to stock options, appreciation rights do not cause an actual transfer of shares (Breuer et 
al. 2012: 544).
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based payment transactions and (3) systems with cash-settled share-based payment

transactions (Pellens et al. 522 ff.). 

Systems based on other performance indicators (1) use figures from accounting

(Economic Value Added, return on capital employed, free cashflow…) or from

resource planning (sales, stock movement, …) unrelated to equity financing as deter-

minants of the variable salary (Köster 2013: rec. 17). As outlined above, they are

popular for middle management variable remuneration. Among top managers they

are hardly ever the sole scheme, but rather used in combination with other remunera-

tion systems (Schulz 2009: 81). These 'other performance indicator'-systems account

for past events (IAS 19.19) and are therefore comparably easy to display in book-

keeping: When compensation is granted, personnel expenses credit cash or – in case

the actual payment is done in a later period – liabilities or provisions (Pellens et al.

2014: 522). 

If systems with share-based payment transactions (2 and 3) are in use, the bookings

are more complicated: In those cases the companies account for variable remunera-

tion every business period, but wether managers can indeed claim those payments is

often conditional upon their achievement of certain performance conditions and on a

minimum period they need to serve the business (IFRS 2.19). The timeframe in

which managers fulfill those agreed conditions is called vesting period and the remu-

neration is disbursed at the end of this period only (IFRS 2.15). In accounting, the

total variable management remuneration of share-based plans is to be allocated over

their respective vesting period and it is valued with the estimated probability that the

vesting conditions are fulfilled (Coenenberg et al. 2014: 128).12 This means, that the

reckoned personnel expenses per period are fairly accurate, even if one considers that

they might have to be reversed due to non-fulfillment of the vesting conditions at the

end of the vesting period. On the other hand the estimation of the claim probability

also gives a wide valuation margin to companies (Pellens et al. 532).

As “equity-settled” implies, management is paid with stocks, more precisely with

discounts on stocks, or stock options in equity-settled share-based systems (2). This

means that the accounts personnel expenses and equity are affected. For stock

payments the accounting post is:

12 For equity-settled schemes, this valuation happens once when the remuneration is granted, for 
cash-settled schemes this valuation happens every period (Köster 2013: rec. 38).
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Dr.: Personnel expenses, cash Cr.: Equity

The cash account is also affected in this posting record, as the companies usually still

receive an amount smaller than the market value (but greater than zero), a previously

agreed subscription price, for their stocks by the managers (Heckeler / Lübbig 2016:

rec. 17; Pellens 2014: 529). 

For payment with options the booking is:

Dr.: Personnel expenses Cr.: Equity 

The personnel expense corresponds the value of the options granted in this posting

record. Once the granted options can be exercised, the booking is:

Dr.: Cash Cr.: Equity

The cash account rises, as management now buys stocks at a previously agreed

subscription price. The second booking is not considered a personnel expense

anymore, though (Pellens et al. 2014: 529 f.)

In cash-settled share-based systems (3) management is in turn paid with cash or other

assets and the share value just serves to determine the amount of the paid out remu-

neration (Köster 2013: rec. 46). The remuneration is the difference between the fair

value at exercise date and a previously agreed subscription price (ibid.). The respec-

tive booking is:

Dr.: Personnel expenses Cr.: Provisions

Here the provisions account is credited, because the amount (and possibly also the

timing) of the future payment is uncertain (Pellens et al. 2014: 540). For companies,

cash-settled remuneration has the advantage that it does not change their ownership

structure. On the other hand, cash-settled models regularly cause cash outflows,

while equity-settled models sometimes even increase the liquidity (Köster 2013: rec.

4). 

2.4.3 Disclosure of Remuneration

Unlike the disclosure of audit fees, the disclosure of management remuneration is

ruled in the IFRS themselves: IAS 24.17 requires the disclosure of “key management

personnel compensation in total and for […] the […] categories […] short-term

employee benefits, post-employment benefits, other long-term benefits, termination
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benefits and share-based payment” (IAS 24.17). It further defines key management

as “those persons having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and

controlling the activities of the entity, directly or indirectly, including any director

(whether executive or otherwise) of that entity” (IAS 24.9). 

3. Trust

3.1 Definition

Trust is of particular interest in social capital research (Woolclock 1998: 153). This

research deals with “the assets that may be mobilized through” (Nahapiet / Ghoshal

1998: 243) a “network of relationships possessed by an individual or social unit”

(ibid.). In daily use, trust is commonly defined as the “the belief that somebody […]

is good, sincere, honest, etc. and will not try to harm or trick you” (Deuter et al.

2015: 1679). In the context of NIE a slightly different definition by Mayer et al. is

more precise though. Their definition of trust as “the willingness of a party to be

vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will

perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to

monitor and control that other party” (Mayer et al. 1995: 712) contains the important

features vulnerability and absence of monitoring. These features are so crucial in

Agency Theory (Howorth / Moro 2012: 164) that they should not be omitted in a

definition used in this work. As Beccera and Gupta (1999: 181) remark reviewing the

literature on the topic, trust can develop “between individuals, between organiza-

tions, between individuals and social institutions, between individuals and organiza-

tions, within public organizations, as a general characteristics of different societies

and as a personal trait”. This study will mainly deal with trust between individuals

and with trust as a general characteristics of societies. One should also keep in mind

though, that there are diverse links and interdependencies between the different

dimensions of trust (Child / Möllering 2003: 76).

3.2 How Trust is Measured

Trust is not only defined but also perceived very differently across different popula-

tions. This poses many restrictions on the measurement of trust, especially if one

wants to obtain results about the trusting behavior of larger groups (Alesina / La
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Ferrara 2002: 213). Many authors therefore only make use of comparatively small-

scale experiments to measure trust: Garfinkel (1967) and Barr (2003), do field

research in small communities, Deutsch (1973), Berg et al. (1995) and Glaeser et al.

(2000) conduct experiments in a laboratory setting and Rotter (1967) and Beccera et

al. (2008) rate exclusive preselected groups by their answers to specially designed

comprehensive questionnaires, for example. For large samples and cross-country

data the literature regularly falls back to broader and more general sociological

studies: Alesina and La Ferrara (2002) use results from the General Social Survey

(GSS) by the American National Opinion Research Center (NORC) and Keefer and

Knack (1997 and 2008) and La Porta et al. (1997) rely on the outcomes of the World

Values Survey (WVS) by the World Values Survey Association, for instance. From

those broader sociological studies the particular question “generally speaking, would

you say that most people can be trusted or that you need to be very careful in dealing

with people?” with the answer choices “most people can be trusted”, “need to be

very careful” and “don't know” (WVS Association 2005: 3) has been repeatedly used

to make assumptions about trust levels in different regions and countries (Alesina /

La Ferrara 2002: 212 f.; Knack / Keefer 1997: 1256). With slight variation in the

answer choices, this question appears in many studies, such as the aforementioned

GSS, the European Social Survey and in the German General Social Survey (NORC

2014: 115; ESS ERIC 2014: 4; Baumann / Wasmer 2015: 32). 

Some scholars justifiably emphasize the limits of the informational value of such

general studies if they are used in a very specific context. Bachmann and Inkpen

(2011: 284) state that one can only speak of trust when actual trusting actions by

individuals are taken. According to them, the statement of a trusting attitude alone

does not qualify as an indicator of real trust. Glaeser et al. (2000: 840 f.) use labora-

tory experiments and find that experimentees who say that most people can be

trusted do not necessarily act more trustingly than experimentees who state that one

can not be careful enough. In other words, their answers to general survey questions

on trust do not predict the trusting behavior of individuals well (Keefer / Knack

2008: 704). Reasons for that could be different perceptions wether someone is trust-

worthy or not, different concepts of trust in others or a different idea what group

“most people” are (Glaeser et al. 2000: 815). If survey results and actual behavior

indeed diverge, this of course also challenges the use of 'stated trust' as an explana-
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tory variable in an empirical model. Glaeser et al. (2000: 840 f.), however, also find a

strong correlation of 'stated trust' and trustworthy behavior. This means that individ-

uals who perceive themselves as trusting at least act in a way which should eventu-

ally raise the trust of others. On top of that there is a great spread in the country-level

aggregated answer results of the WVS: While in some countries, such as Norway and

Sweden, more than 65 % of the population think that most people can be trusted,

these values range below 20 % in Poland, Slovenia or Spain (WVS Association

2014). This wide spread also holds for many neighboring countries with similar

cultures, economic conditions and social structures13, which diminishes the chance

that different survey results are just caused through different perceptions or concepts

of trust. Moreover, the trust results of the WVS seem to be relatively persistent over

time, even though the samples of respondents change with every wave of the study

(La Porta et al. 1997: 334; Bjørnskov 2006: 3). So for these reasons and as more

precise data for cross-country or regional comparisons has not been gathered yet

anyways, I will make use of the WVS results as well.

3.3 Trust and Trustworthiness

Since the linkings between trust14 and trustworthiness are strong and manifold

(Knack / Keefer 1997: 1258), trustworthiness and its features should also briefly be

highlighted in this chapter. Generally speaking, trustworthy behavior can be seen as

the counterpart to trust. It is defined as behavior “that you can rely on to be good,

honest, sincere, etc.” (Deuter et al. 2015: 1680). Following the definition of trust

adopted above, it especially means that the vulnerability of others is not exploited for

one's own advantage, even if that is easily possible and will not be discovered. In the

literature on trustworthiness, the most common features of persons worth being

trusted – trustees – are ability, benevolence and integrity (Mayer et al. 1995: 717 ff.).

In comparison to trust, trustworthiness is even harder to measure: The only way to

make assumptions about how trustworthy individuals are is to analyze their behavior

in situations in which they could exploit their fellow citizens without 

13 The percentage-point difference between Norway and Finland is 15,7 % and the difference 
between France and Germany is 15,1 %, for instance (WVS Association 2014).

14 Even though there are the aforementioned restrictions to it, 'stated trust' from social survey results 
will also just simply be referred to as 'trust' from this point on.
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any consequences.15 

The American magazine Readers Digest has repeatedly conducted a “lost wallet”

test, in which they “accidentally” drop twelve wallets with a cellphone number and

the equivalent of 50 US-Dollars in different cities across the globe and then count

how many of those wallets are returned (Beres 2016). This test is of course far from a

scientific experiment, but its setup would, if scientific sampling criteria as a greater

sample size or changing 'loss-locations' within the city (Columbia University 2016)

were fulfilled, generally serve for drawing some conclusions about the trustworthi-

ness of the population in those places (Keefer / Knack 2008: 703). Just as with the

trust-statements, there is great spread within the results of the wallet test, with some

cities where more than 90 %, and other cites where less than 20 % of the wallets are

returned (Beres 2016). On top of that, in spite of the small sample sizes the different

editions of the test show certain tendencies, with some cities constantly ranking

better and some ranking worse.

A more scientific approach to the issue of trustworthiness is a parking ticket experi-

ment by Fisman and Miguel. They investigate the parking violations of United

Nations (UN) mission diplomats in New York City (Fisman / Miguel 2006: 2). The

setting of the UN diplomats in New York is somewhat special, since those individ-

uals enjoy diplomatic immunity, meaning that they used to be16 shielded against any

legal prosecution or other consequences if they violated parking regulations and did

not pay their tickets (ibid.: 4).17 The study results show that also the number of New

York parking violations varies greatly across the different nations: While some

missions accumulate more than 100 parking tickets per diplomat, other missions

don't commit any parking violations at all (ibid.: 19 ff.). Fisman and Miguel in their

study focus on the issue of corruption – they indeed also find a strong correlation

with the values of the Transparency International Corruption Perception Index (ibid.:

7) – but their study serves for making some conclusions about trustworthiness just as

well as the diplomats are clearly put in a situation in which they can easily exploit

15 Anything untrustworthy respondents state about themselves would – by definition – not be worth 
trusting. Therefore survey data concerning this characteristic should not be reliable at all.

16 Legislation has changed since the experiment data was gathered as the freeriding of the diplomats 
became a real problem (in five years diplomats piled up 150.000 parking tickets and fines of 18 
million US-Dollars) resulting in wide media coverage (Miguel / Fisman 2006: 4 f.).

17 Of course, this did not exempt the diplomats from being obliged to pay the fees or stick to the 
regulations.
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the 'vulnerability' of the municipality of New York without having to fear any conse-

quences.

Looking at the trust answers of the WVS and the wallet experiment, Keefer and

Knack (2008: 704 f.) find a correlation of 0,44 between trust and trustworthiness.

Using more current data, the correlation is even slightly stronger. Following their

regression, I examine the relation of the trust results from the WVS and the trustwor-

thiness results from the parking ticket research and equally discover a moderate18

negative correlation of 0,30, indicating that citizens from nations with lower trust

levels might rather be prone to commit parking violations. 

3.4 Economic Effects of Trust

Scholars from social capital research find untold positive effects of trust on economic

activity. This section will firstly address the underlying theoretical assumptions of

discovered trust-effects and then give a concise summary of selected research find-

ings. 

18 Following Quatember (2014: 72), this study regards correlations of corr < |0,20| as weak, 
correlations of |0,20| ≤ corr < |0,60| as moderate and correlations of |0,60| ≤ corr < |1,00| as strong. 
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It is argued that trust has substantially contributed to the rise of contracting (Keefer /

Knack 2008: 706). In comparison to spot markets, which are distinguished by imme-

diate delivery (Breuer et al. 2012: 327), contracting allows for long-term economic

relationships with extensive compliance periods, such as financial lending, perma-

nent employment and fixed investments (Keefer / Knack 2008: 706). If long-term

relationships are established, individuals can in turn specialize in different fields of

activity (ibid.). Agency problems are not completely overcome, but appear less

frequently (due to high trustworthiness levels) and receive less consideration in plan-

ning processes (due to high trust levels) (Beccera / Gupta 1999: 196). Costs of

economic interaction are therefore lower: Performance monitoring and the need for

complex written contracts covering every possible contingency decrease (Keefer /

Knack 2008: 708).

In national economies this leads to higher income growth rates (Keefer / Knack

1997: 1260 f.), higher investment rates (ibid: 1263), better tax compliance, greater

judicial efficiency, higher bureaucratic quality and less corruption (La Porta et al.

1997: 335). Especially poorer countries seem to profit from increases of trust levels,

since they struggle to provide a well-functioning legal enforcement or, more general,

institutions that could to some extent make up for low trust between individuals

(Keefer / Knack 1997: 1260). In the political sphere trust also has positive effects.

On the one hand at individual level, where politicians who are trustworthy and thus

trusted intuitively get better election results (Keefer / Knack 2008: 706 f.). On the

other hand, mass-based democracies are also more stable as a whole if they are

embedded in high trust environments (Ingelhart 1990: 23).

In the private sector trust inside merchant coalitions gave rise to long distance trade

at times when formal institutions facilitating exchanges were not developed yet:

Eleventh century Maghribi traders heavily relied on the judgement and recommenda-

tions of their trader alliances when they interacted with agents overseas and they

made extensive use of collective ostracism when needed (Greif 1989: 864 ff.).

Towards the end of the 20th century trust was crucial to the emergence of alternative

organizational forms, so-called networked businesses, which combined hierarchical

firm- and market exchange features (Möllering / Sydow 2006: 70). Nowadays trust

accounts for better performance of individuals inside organizations, for higher
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degrees of interorganizational cooperation (Beccera / Gupta 1999: 181), for better

information exchange inside companies and for higher speed in decision-making,

eventually resulting in environments which foster innovation (ibid: 197). Research

conducted in China shows that subsidies of multinational corporations, which are

trusted rather than strictly controlled by their parent company have higher growth

rates in sales and profits (Child / Möllering 2003: 76). Moreover, Howorth and Moro

(2012: 173 f.) find that the cost of credit for small Italian companies diminishes at

significant level if their managers are perceived trustworthy, i.e. capable, benevolent

and integer by the lending banks.

3.5 Origins of Trust

When exploring the origins of trust, it is helpful to distinguish between interac-

tion-based trust at micro-level and institution-based trust at macro-level (Bachmann /

Inkpen 2011: 282). As outlined in 3.1, trust at micro-level is trust between individ-

uals who are in direct contact, while trust at macro-level is rather a generalized char-

acteristics of large organizations or whole societies (ibid.). 

Trust of individuals at micro-level is a product of the so-called 'propensity' to trust,

of the perceived trustworthiness of the counterpart(s), of risk-taking culture and of

experience gained in earlier interaction with others (Mayer et al. 1995: 715 ff.).

Propensity in this case describes what general expectations we have of our fellow

citizens, wether we have a rather positive or a negative image of most people19 before

dealing with them (ibid.: 715). Perceived trustworthiness, or reputation of the trustee,

on the other hand determines how we then assess our counterpart in a very particular

transaction. Perceived trustworthiness is highly influenced by prejudice, meaning

that familiarity and cultural similarity positively influence how we asses others,

while anything strange and unknown is very likely to be perceived as untrustworthy

(Child / Möllering 2003: 71, 78). Even though it is surely not unsurmountable,

cultural and social heterogeneity can in some cases be obstacles to interaction-based

trust (Zucker 1986: 78).  Risk-taking influences trust inasmuch, as one always needs

to appraise what happens in case of misplaced trust: What are the stakes involved

and how much pressure can be put on the counterpart if they behave untrustworthy

19 One could thus say that the WVS and other social studies actually measure the propensity to trust 
in societies.
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are common considerations we intuitively take (Mayer et al. 1995: 725 f.). If we are

risk-averted, we might not place trust in others after assessing the risk (Möllering /

Sydow 2006: 68). Both, perceived trustworthiness and to a lesser degree also propen-

sity to trust draw on past experiences of the trustor when she decides if she wants to

trust or not (Greif 1989: 867 f.). This in turn also means that trust evolves over time

if the involved parties repeatedly successfully interact (La Porta 1997: 333). Scholars

assign professional and social networks a crucial role in the evolution of the interac-

tion-based dimension of trust. Their members obtain “habits of cooperation, soli-

darity and public-spiritedness”, which nourish mutual trust (Putnam 1993: 89 f.).

At macro-level institutions20 are seen as the main factor influencing trust levels

(Child / Möllering 2003: 71; Keefer / Knack 2008: 711 ff.; Bachmann / Inkpen 2011:

284 f.). With their research in China, Child and Möllering (2003: 76, 78) show that

institutions even have effects on the micro-level, with trust in business partners being

higher if the institutions in their home countries are considered trustworthy. At

macro-level institutions precisely affect trust by evoking 'institutional isomorphism',

the phenomenon that (organizational) actors behave similarly when they are exposed

to the same institutional environment (Bachmann / Inkpen 2011: 286). Institutional

isomorphism makes the actions of the trustee foreseeable and thus reduces the risk

that she will unexpectedly behave untrustworthily (ibid.: 285). Uncertainty, a major

obstacle to successful economic and political interaction (North 2008: 28), is

reduced. An example of an institution evoking institutional isomorphism would be

professional regulations that closely guide the behavior of employees at work (Bach-

mann / Inkpen 2011: 288). Since the term is so widely defined, institutions can on the

other hand also foster trust by acting as guaranteeing third-party agents who confirm

statements of trustees, i.e. assure their trustworthiness. In practice, universities fulfill

this function by testing and certifying the ability of their students, for instance (ibid.).

Bachmann and Inkpen repeatedly stress the advantages of institutions in trust-

building. According to them, institutions are a very efficient instrument for trust-cre-

ation, because they cost the actors far less time and resources than repeated interac-

tion when making a relationship trustful. This is of great importance, especially in

advanced globalized national economies, where actors get in contact with new busi-

20 As defined in section 2.1.
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ness partners again and again at an ever higher pace (Bachmann / Inkpen 2011: 282,

285). Even though he does not explicitly use the term, Gambetta (1988) points out

what happens if institutions are not present or too weak to fulfill their purpose: In his

essay about Southern Italy he explains the power of mafia and all its negative conse-

quences with a lack of well-functioning institutions. He pictures a state which is

undermined by criminal clusters, does not provide effective law enforcement and

therefore is not trusted by its citizens (Gambetta 1988: 162, 167). This leads to a high

degree of uncertainty for economic actors, who due to the weak state also do not trust

each other (ibid.: 162). Mafiosi take advantage of the 'market niche' that lacking

institutions leave and create their own rules and markets, while mutually further

destabilizing the 'competing' official fiscal institutions (ibid.: 169 ff., 173). By

making trust an economic good that is available only to few, namely their protegees,

mafia can then put very high premiums on the price of trust (ibid.: 172 f.). This

makes mafia significantly different from legal private entrepreneurs who fill regula-

tory gaps and rather profit from network effects.

Arguing that differences in formal institutions neither explain the great variety in

trust, nor the general downward trend in trust levels across different U.S. states,

Keefer and Knack (2008: 714 f.) go a bit further in explaining the origins of trust and

name social norms as another important factor beyond institutions. As a main power

that leads to trust and trustworthy behavior caused by social norms, they see social

ostracism, since experiments show that formally legal free-riding, i.e. the breach of

norms, is very likely to be punished socially, even if the punishers do not have any

benefits from the punishment (ibid: 715). Accordingly, trust is higher in places where

norms are of great importance. Additionally, they mention social heterogeneity as a

factor beyond institutions leading to lower trust. Their argument is that social hetero-

geneity, no matter whether it is characterized by monetary, cultural, educational or

political segregation, leads to less interaction and ergo to less trust (ibid.: 716).

Precisely, actors from different social groups who do not interact can firstly not

ostracize each other well, they secondly behave differently and thus perceive each

other as less trustworthy, they thirdly do not necessarily approach the other social

group by themselves and they also feel less altruism towards members of other social

classes (ibid.: 716 f.). Empirical results, implying that linguistic homogeneity 
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increases trust, while income inequality decreases it, support their argument (Zak /

Knack 2001: 316).

4. Methodology

4.1 General Purpose and Sample Selection

As previously outlined, high trust significantly facilitates economic interaction, both

on macro- and on micro-level. Especially with regard to agency problems scholars

find numerous positive effects of high trust levels in populations. This study picks

out a classic principal-agent-setting, the owner-manager conflict (Marten et al. 2015:

48), and examines the effects of trust on this setting. It puts special attention to two

types of agency costs, more precisely two types of monitoring expenditures, which

arise here, namely audit fees and variable remuneration. According agency theory

both, the financial statement audit and variable remuneration, are measures intro-

duced because of agents who are expected to have different preferences and goals

than their principals. The theory concludes that those different preferences and goals

result in opportunism, i.e. untrustworthy behavior of the agents. By drawing on the

findings of trust research and incorporating them into agency theory I postulate that

the trust the principal places in her agent significantly influences her extent of moni-

toring and incentivisation and thus the monitoring expenditures. I formulate the

following hypotheses:

1) Audit fees are lower in populations with high levels of mutual trust. High

trust diminishes audit fees.

2) The variable amount of remuneration is lower in populations with high levels

of mutual trust. High trust decreases the variable friction of remuneration.

To validate these hypotheses, I analyze the financial statement audit fees and variable

management remuneration of 119 European blue chip companies. I focus on publicly

listed European enterprises, as those particular companies are situated in an ever

more similar regulatory environment. As previously mentioned, they all use the same

accounting standards, they apply those standards similarly21 and they are audited by

the same few audit firms. Their auditors are also bound to similar professional stan-

dards and apply those standards similarly. Concluding, many factors, which other-

21 Since the enforcement is coordinated on a supranational level
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wise would need to be controlled for in an empirical model, can be treated ceteris

paribus. Referring to the earlier remarks on institutional isomorphism one could now

argue that the similar institutional environment in the EU leads to very similar trust

levels in the affected companies and that the WVS data used does not reflect the

reality at enterprise-level. This issue is not so severe, though, as institutional isomor-

phism is a continuos process rather than an immediate change (Tuttle / Dillard 2007:

388 f.). The IAS-Regulation entered into force in 2005 and all harmonization efforts

referred to in this work took effect after that. Therefore, one can expect that trust

levels should still differ across the companies from different EU-countries, even in

the segment of PIEs, which is exposed to a very similar regulatory environment. 

The sample of this study contains companies from the stock market lead indices in

France, Germany, Sweden and the United Kingdom. These countries were chosen,

because they belong to the biggest national economies in the EU: Germany, the

United Kingdom and France in this order rank highest in total gross domestic product

(GDP) and Sweden ranks seventh (EC 2016 b: 18 f.). Sweden was added to the

sample, because by total GDP it is the biggest economy in Scandinavia (EC 2016 b:

19), a region with very high trust levels22. Across the four sample countries the trust

levels diverge greatly. Sweden, with 65,2 % of the respondents answering that most

people can be trusted (WVS Association 2014), can be categorized as a high-trust

nation. Germany, with 33,8 %, and the United Kingdom, with 30,0 % of the respon-

dents answering that most people can be trusted (ibid.), can be categorized as mid-

trust nations. France, with only 18,7 % of the respondents stating that most people

can be trusted (ibid.), can be categorized as a low-trust nation. 

On European level there are about 6.300 companies which are listed on a regulated

market and prepare IFRS-pursuant financial statements (ESMA 2016: 21). France,

Germany and the United Kingdom each have more than 500 issuers which fulfill

those criteria (ibid: 22). In Sweden there are more than 250 entities which are listed

on a regulated market and prepare IFRS-pursuant financial statements (ibid.). The

companies listed on a lead index (i.e. regulated market) all prepare IFRS-pursuant

financial statements (Regulation 1606/2002/EC, Art. 4) and thus fall into the group

of those aforementioned 500+ French, German and British, respectively 250+

22 In Denmark 74,9 % of the respondents state that most people can be trusted (GESIS 2013: 77). In 
Norway this figure is at  73,7 % and in Finland it is at 58,0 % (WVS 2014).
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Swedish companies. FTSE 100, the lead index in the United Kingdom comprises the

stocks of 100 companies (LSE 2016), while the French lead index CAC 40 consists

of stocks of 40 companies (Euronext 2016). German DAX 30 and Swedish OMX

Stockholm 30 as their names imply both comprise 30 stocks (Deutsche Börse 2016;

NASDAQ Stockholm 2016). For each of the countries selected 30 listings were

included in the study sample. This means that all companies from the German and

the Swedish23 lead index were added to the sample. For France and the United

Kingdom 30 enterprises from the respective index were randomly selected. 

4.2 Dependent and Independent Variables of the Model in Detail

4.2.1 Complete Model

To test the aforementioned hypotheses, this study runs two fairly simple multivariate

linear regressions:

1) audit fee =  ß0 + ß1 assets + ß2 revenue + ß3 employees + ß4 trust + u

Regression 1 explains what factors influence the costs of statutory audits. A special

focus is put on the explanatory variable trust. The values used for trust are the previ-

ously discussed WVS answer results. Hypothesis 1 (refer to section 4.1) holds, if ß4

is smaller than zero. Control variables are total assets, total revenue and the number

of employees As explained in section 2.3.2, these control variables together are

common determinants of the company size. In section 2.3.1 this work argues that

company size has a positive effect on audit fees, therefore ß1, ß2 and ß3 are expected

to be greater than zero. The constant u are unobserved factors determining the audit

fee.

2) var. remuneration = ß0 + ß1 assets + ß2 revenue + ß3 employees + ß4 trust + u

Regression 2 explains what determines the variable proportion of top level executive

management. All regressors are the same as in Regression 1. Hypothesis 2 holds, if ß4

is again smaller than zero. As this work argues that company size has a positive

effect on variable remuneration (refer to section 2.4.1), ß1, ß2 and ß3 are expected to

be greater than zero. The constant u are again unobserved determinants.

23 OMX Stockholm 30 lists the stock of Altlas Copco AB twice (NASDAQ Stockholm 2016). This 
means that Sweden actually only contributes 29 companies to the sample. Accordingly, the total 
sample size is 119.
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Except for the VWS results on trust, data for the entire empirical model, i.e. assets,

revenue and employee figures, were collected from the latest annual reports and

registration documents of the respective companies. These publications are all avail-

able on the internet. While the data on audit fees is comparably easy to asses, remu-

neration disclosure is quite extensive and the issue which parts of the compensation

are variable often requires some consideration and judgement. 

4.2.2 Audit Fees

In annual reports, audit fees are commonly listed in a chart which contains all fees

paid to the assurance firms and their networks. As those fees are not exclusively

charged for assurance services, but regularly also for tax consulting or certain advi-

sory services, the disclosing companies differentiate between expensed audit fees,

audit-related fees, tax fees and other fees in their reports (Ericsson AB 2016: 101;

Danone S.A. 2016: 166; Beiersdorf AG 2016: 77; British American Tobacco plc

2016: 139, for instance). The name of the statutory audit firm and its responsible

auditor is always provided (Directive 2006/43/EC, art. 24). Some companies break

down wether the fees were charged for services provided to the parent company or

for services to subsidiaries (Danone S.A. 2016: 166, for instance). All French and

some other companies are audited by more than one audit firm (Deng et al. 2014:

1030). If they are audited by more than one auditor, the companies commonly

disclose the different types of fees (audit, tax, …) paid at auditor-level (Danone S.A.

2016: 166; Ericsson AB 2016: 2016: 101, for instance). This study regards fees for

parent and subsidiary audits paid to all auditors as audit fees. That respective figure

is incorporated into the regression. Audit-related fees, tax fees, advisory fees and any

other fees are omitted. 

4.2.3 Remuneration 

Remuneration consists of more elements and its disclosure is therefore more exten-

sive. All companies in the sample publish remuneration reports, which cover the

compensation of the executive management and the board of directors. This study

focuses on the payment of executive management because executives on the one

hand have more influence on the development of the enterprise and therefore receive

higher remuneration (Andreas 2011: 11 f.). This makes the owner-(executive)
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manager conflict a lot more interesting than agency relationships the owners have

with directors or other individuals inside the company. On the other hand perfor-

mance-based variable remuneration is a lot less popular among directors (Hölz 2013:

203, 206). 

As previously mentioned, the IFRS oblige all entities to disclose their compensation

of key management personnel (IAS 24.17). Across the whole sample, the compensa-

tion of key management personnel consists of some fixed and some variable

elements (which sum up to total compensation). The figures for total compensation

(and its fixed and variable components) show a great spread across the examined

companies (appendix A, columns 'remuneration' and 'incentive'). To a certain extent,

this is owed to the fact that each company pays each of their managers differently.

Some companies, such as Berkley Group and Volkswagen (Berkley Group plc 2016:

70; Volkswagen AG 2016: 69 ff.) pay relatively high compensation to most of their

executive board members, while others, such as Boliden and Pearson (Boliden AB

2016: 86 f.; Pearson Group plc 2016: 105) do not. However, the aggregate company-

figures for compensation also differ because the size of the executive boards can be

very different. Some insurance companies and banks have around ten members

(Deutsche Bank AG 2016: 7; Allianz SE 2016: 20 f.; AXA S.A. 2016: 112, for

instance) on the executive board. Other companies, such as the real estate business

Vonovia only have four executive directors (Vonovia SE 2016: 58). In order to elim-

inate the disruptive factor of different board sizes, which makes a comparison of the

aggregate remunerations (and their components) per company across the sample

impossible, this study uses the relative amount of variable remuneration, i.e. the

variable remuneration over total remuneration as the dependent variable in the

regression.

The variable part of the total remuneration again comprises some sub-elements: most

firms pay short term and long term incentives. Short term incentives are determined

by other performance indicators and commonly settled in cash (ABB AB 2016: 49;

thyssenkrupp AG 2016: 24, 26, for instance). Thus they fulfill the criteria of imme-

diate cash settlement after IAS 19 explained in section 2.4.2. This means that for

those variable parts the accounted expense and the disbursed amount (i.e. the amount

the manager received) are mostly the same. The figure stated in the annual financial
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report can be used in the empirical model without too much further consideration. 

For long term incentives the accounted expense and the disbursement can differ,

however. Here, due to the regulation of IFRS 2, managers do not necessarily receive

the entire expenses accounted for immediately (refer to section 2.4.2). Some compa-

nies therefore provide figures of 'compensation in respect of the year in question' or

of 'granted compensation' (i.e. expensed amount accounted for) on the one hand and

'compensation paid in the year in question' or 'inflows' (i.e. amounts the managers

actually receive) on the other hand (Capgemini S.A. 2016: 61; Deutsche Börse AG

2016 b: 124 ff., for instance). As discussed in 2.4.2, the amounts classified as

expenses in accounting are fairly accurate: Long term incentive plans are not only

evenly allocated over the entire period in which the compensation is vested.

Accounting also takes into account the scenario that vesting conditions are not

fulfilled and expenses possibly need to be reversed. Therefore, this study preferably

uses the expense figures as long term variable compensation whenever they are

provided.

Even though they are employee benefits (IAS 19.4), pensions are excluded from the

empirical model. They are subtracted from total compensation as it is difficult to

assess to which extent they are variable and to which extent they are fixed. Excep-

tions are made when companies explicitly state wether paid pensions are fixed,

respectively variable. Benefits in kind and ancillary benefits are regarded as fixed

remuneration on the other hand. They of course vary over time, this variation usually

is not (solely) tied to performance though. For executive managers, they also just

constitute a very small friction of the total remuneration. Therefore their inter-

est-aligning power is rather low (Schulz 2009: 81 f.). 

Total remuneration Excluded from model:
pens ions (un less
clearly indicated as
fixed / variable)

Fixed elements: fixed remunera-
tion, benefits in kind, ancillary
benefits

Variable elements: short term
incentive,  long term incentive

Figure 3: Elements of remuneration considered in and excluded from in the empir-
ical model

4.2.4 Assets

The control variables in both regressions are assets, revenues and headcount. Total

assets are a single unambiguous figure that does not leave room for any interpretation
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once it is disclosed in the financial report (Freiberg / Lüdenbach 2013: rec. 42). The

data for assets used in this work was taken from the balance sheets of the respective

companies. 

4.2.5 Revenue

Revenue disclosure is not so uniform in turn. Banks and insurances do not always

present their revenues the same way as companies from other sectors: Banks on the

one hand commonly disclose their income and expenditures separately for each of

their business areas (Sollanek 2005: 38). In their income statements they list

interest-, fee-, commission-, and investment income / expenses, for instance

(Commerzbank AG 2016: 149; Svenska Handelsbanken AB 2016: 67, for instance).

Those subtotal values were all added up and their sum is the value used for revenue

in the empirical model. Some insurances on the other hand separate their income

statements into insurance-related and non insurance constituents (Sollanek 2004: 36;

c.f. Munich Re AG 2016: 164, for instance). This constraints the quick assessment of

the total revenues of the group. The item 'net premiums earned', which comes closest

to revenue in this context (Sollanek 2004: 36 f.) was therefore used as the revenue

figure in those cases. Otherwise 'total income' or actual revenues were regarded

revenue (Allianz SE 2016: 136; AXA S.A. 2016: 200, for instance). 

4.2.6 Employees

The control variable employees also leaves some room for interpretation: The

number of employees can be stated as headcount, i.e. as the number of all individuals

working full time and part time for the enterprise. Many companies state their

employee figure in full-time equivalent (FTE), however (Deutsche Bank AG 2016:

32; Royal Bank of Scotland plc 2016: 87, for instance). FTE converts all part-time

employment relationships into full-time employments by dividing the total hours

worked in the enterprise by the average annual hours of a full-time job (OECD

2001). This regularly 'shrinks' the stated employee figure. FTE figures were used in

the model whenever they were available. 

Some of the examined companies conduct franchising besides their internalized

activities and state employee figures for wholly owned operations and franchises

(Accor Hotels S.A. 2016: 37, for instance). Employees of franchises are not included
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in the empirical model. Equally, when companies make use of contracting and

disclose the employee figures of their contractors (Antofagasta plc 2016: 21, for

instance), this does not find consideration in the model. Exceptions are made when

the share of contractors in the total workforce exceeds 20 %. In those cases

contractor employees are counted as part of the company workforce. The assumption

here is that contracting is not only deployed temporarily, but over longer periods.

Vast contracting is is then presumed to be part of the business model. If companies

and contractors have long-term business relations, contracting becomes an important

factor affecting economic success in turn (BCG 2015: 12 f.) and should hence also

have an influence on audit fees and variable remuneration.

4.2.7 Trust

As it is the most current data set with a greater number of European countries, the

trust values used are from the fifth wave of the WVS only. The data of wave five was

obtained in the years 2005-2009 (WVS Association 2014). This survey period is not

congruent with the survey periods of the other model variables. Since more current

data is not available and trust values are relatively persistent over time (refer to

section 3.2) this is a minor deficiency to the model, however.

4.2.8 Currency Conversion

The EU-endorsed IFRS do not prescribe the use of a particular presentation currency

in annual reports (IAS 21.38). Most of the examined French and German companies

state their financial figures in Euros. The British and Swedish enterprises of the

sample mostly disclose in Pound Sterling or Swedish Crowns, however. Some

companies use other foreign currencies, such as Swiss Francs or US-Dollars (Lafarge

Holcim Ltd. 2016: 132; Lunedin Petroleum AB 2016: 85 ff., for instance). In order to

make them comparable, all financial figures were converted into Euros. For simplifi-

cation the conversion of foreign currencies was conducted following the modified

closing rate method of IAS 21.39. This means that revenues, audit fees and remuner-

ation were converted with the 2015 average rates (IAS 21.39 f.). Assets were

converted with the closing rates as at December 31st 2015 (IAS 21.39 a). 

In order to reach further comparability, the converted financial data were adjusted
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with national price levels24. 

4.3 Data Assessment

As previously mentioned 119 companies were examined. Every company of the

sample discloses figures for each of the variables, therefore the number of observa-

tions is 119 for all regressands and regressors. The following chart summarizes the

data used in the model:

Variable Mean Std. Deviation Min. Max.

rel. incentive 0,561 0,225 0,000 0,913

audit fee 11.400.000 12.500.000 19.110 60.800.000

assets 145.000.000.000 360.000.000.000 3.244.545 2.130.000.000.0
00

revenue 26.500.000.000 36.100.000.000 111.000.000 245.000.000.000

employees 82.991 97.622 91 610.076

total remunera-
tion

14.600.000 13.300.000 917.244 95.900.000

incentive 8.982.061 10.400.000 0 63.400.000

trust 0,367 0,172 0,187 0,652

Figure 4: Descriptive statistics for the sample obtained

All variables show fairly high standard deviations. This great dispersion of the data

serves the empirical model. A check for correlations in order to avoid collinearity

issues shows that total remuneration and incentive are strongly related at 0,943 (see

appendix B). In their plain form, these variables are neither used in regression 1 nor

in regression 2, therefore the strong correlation is not problematic. Assets and audit

fee are also strongly related at 0,744. Perfect collinearity is not reached, this high

value should be considered when assessing the regression results, though. Interest-

ingly, all size measures (assets, revenue, employees) show weak or moderate correla-

tions with each other only. 

24 The national price level measure “makes it possible to compare the cost of the bundle of goods that
make up […] GDP across countries. It tells how many dollars are needed to buy a dollar's worth of
goods in the country as compared to the United States” (Worldbank 2016).
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5. Results

Running both regressions, the following results are obtained:

Variable Coefficient in regression 1
(explaining audit fees)

Coefficient in regression 2
(explaining var. 
remuneration)

assets (ß1) 2,17*10-5 -1,54*10-13

revenue (ß2) 9,29*10-5 7,89*10-13

employees (ß3) 15,886240 -2,98*10-8

trust (ß4) -11.800.000 0,744495

intercept 8.761.320 0,083774

Figure 5: Regression coefficients for regression 1 (audit fees) and regression 2
(variable remuneration)

Even though both regressions explain a fairly high amount of the variation in the

sample – the  adjusted R2 of regression 1 is 0,71 and the adjusted R2 of regression 2

is 0,34 – and the overall F-test confirms significance for both regressions, the coeffi-

cients are still somewhat unsatisfactory in explaining the dependent variable: The

statement that an increase in assets of one causes an audit fee increase of 0,0000217

is a bit difficult to evaluate. So is the statement that an increase in employees of one

causes a decrease in variable remuneration of 0,0000000298. Only the coefficient ß3

of regression 1, indicating that an increase in employees of one makes the audit fee

rise about 16 Euros, is tangible in a way. The cause for the marginally small coeffi-

cients is the wide range of numbers used in the model: While employees are figures

between 91 and 610.076, audit fees mostly range in the millions and most asset and

revenue figures are in the billions. Regression 1, however, already confirms the

assumed tendencies of hypothesis 1 and the remarks concerning the control vari-

ables, a positive impact of assets, revenue and employees and a negative impact of

trust on audit fees. In order to facilitate the assessment of the coefficients, all vari-

ables are logarithmized in a second set of regressions. This provides the following

results:
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Regression 1 (explaining audit fees):

Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-value Significant at 95
%?

log assets (ß1) 0,219983 0,058406 3,77 yes

log revenue (ß2) 0,233418 0,129549 1,80 no

log employees
(ß3)

0,253844 0,092689 2,74 yes

log trust (ß4) -0,487749 0,185887 -2,62 yes

intercept 1,663914 1,710409 0,97 no

R2: 0,6222; Adj. R2: 0,6089; Prob. > F: 0,0000

Figure 6: Results of regression 1 logarithmized

Regression 2 (explaining variable remuneration):

Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-value Significant at 95
%?

log assets (ß1) -0,063838 0,037901 -1,68 no

log revenue (ß2) 0,191950 0,080936 2,37 yes

log employees
(ß3)

-0,118252 0,057444 -2,06 yes

log trust (ß4) -0,706545 0,116366 6,07 yes

intercept -3,139698 1,061188 -2,96 yes

R2: 0,2896; Adj. R2: 0,2640; Prob. > F: 0,0000

Figure 7: Results of regression 2 logarithmized

The coefficients are now easier to assess. A one percent increase in assets causes a

0,22 percent increase of audit fees (see figure 6), a one percent increase in employees

causes a 0,12 decrease in variable remuneration (see figre 7), and so forth. The

adjusted R2 of the logarithmized models are slightly lower, the overall F-test

confirms significance of both regressions, though. 

6. Discussion

Regression 1 confirms confirms hypothesis 1 and all remarks concerning the

expected effects of assets, revenue and employees on audit fees made in section

4.2.1. Trust indeed seems to have a diminishing effect on audit fees. On the other

hand, audit fees are high when the audited company is big, i.e. has many employees,

assets and revenues. The coefficients of assets, employees and trust are significant at
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95 %-level. The regression explains a fairly high degree of about 60 % of the varia-

tion in the sample. According to the regression, of all explanatory variables trust hast

the greatest effect on audit fees. The total value of assets in turn affects the amount of

audit fees the least. 

Regression 2 also confirms the expected effects of trust. Here, trust seems to have an

even bigger impact causing a decrease in variable remuneration of 0,71 percent if it

is increased 1 percent. On the other hand the coefficients of assets and employees are

unexpected and refute my suggestions made in section 4.2.1 as they cause decreases

in variable remuneration when they are increased. A possible explanation for this

could be that big companies and their remuneration practices, especially the variable

remuneration schemes, are rather subject to public criticism than small companies

(FAZ 2012; Haufe 2012, for instance). The big firms might react to this criticism in

an anticipatory obedience and limit their variable schemes. However, the explanatory

power of the regression is not too high either with only slightly more than 25 % of

the variation of the sample explained.

Following Björkmann and Furu (2000: 699) and Miller (2008: 354), who find a

substitutional effect between monitoring and incentive payments, in an additional

regression variable remuneration was incorporated into the regression function of

audit fees serving as another control variable. Equally, audit fees were incorporated

into the function of variable remuneration. The results confirmed their findings, indi-

cating that higher audit fees decrease the variable portion of remuneration and vice

versa, the coefficients were not significant, though. As the adjusted R2 also slightly

decreased after incorporating these additional variables, the results will not be

presented in detail here.

With only four regressors both models are comparably simple. Regression 2 has

some severe deficiencies as it shows unexpected effects for assets and employees and

additionally explains little of the sample variation. The trust effect is suspiciously

high. Therefore, I conclude that the model does not explain variable remuneration

too well and that it hence can not really support the underlying hypothesis. A

redesign of the regression is recommended. 

Regression 1, however, confirms the findings of the literature and has a comparably

high explanatory power. The evidence of this first regression serves well as a basis
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for further research. Further research should, however, take account of certain issues:

Firstly, this study relies on WVS country-level data. WVS data is not always

perfectly accurate as Glaeser et al. (2000: 840 f.), Beugelsdijk (2006: 382 f.) and

others justifiably criticize. Particularly, it is questionable wether this macro-data can

really explain behavior at micro-level. It would hence be helpful to run similar

regressions with firm-specific or at least city- or regional trust data to test my results.

As large-scale survey- or experimental data does not exist yet at this level, it would

need to be collected by researchers. 

Secondly, big prime standard-listed companies are used in this study since they are

subject to vast EU-wide regulation and disclose very many of their figures, but small

and medium-sized enterprises most probably represent national cultures and their

corresponding trust levels better: They are not as internationally active, culturally

diverse and institutionalized as the big firms (Drori 2008: 456 ff.). Thus, WVS data

should intuitively better describe the behavioral patterns in those smaller companies.

As regulation of small and medium-sized companies is not so harmonized at Euro-

pean level yet25, a model examining those companies would most probably have to

control for a set of further existing regulatory differences, though. Also it is more

difficult to obtain data from this market segment.

Thirdly, with only four regressors the model is far from considering all factors influ-

encing audit fees. Even in this small and highly regulated fraction of the market

audits and their fees are dependent upon many more influences. A more detailed

model could make use of the findings about auditor liability, auditor and client

bargaining power and industry expertise presented in section 2.3.1 and translate them

into further control variables. If they are wisely chosen, these control variables would

probably increase the explanatory power of the model.

Eventually, by exclusively looking at Western European countries the study limits

itself to a very wealthy and well-developed part of the world. Taking the institution-

alist perspective, this region provides some very effective arrangements, such as effi-

cient legal systems, consequent law enforcement and very active free markets

(Shirley 2008: 621). It would be interesting to examine the impacts of trust in other

25 As previously outlined (section 2.3.1), statutory audit thresholds still greatly differ across the EU, 
for instance. While all European PIEs are subject to statutory audit (Directive 2013/34/EU, art. 
34), medium-sized companies which would need an auditor in some countries do not need to be 
audited in other countries (FEE 2016: 3 f.).
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regions where these institutions are not well-developed yet existent. Would trust

have an even greater diminishing influence on monitoring expenditures in those

regions and confirm Keefer and Knacks (1997: 1260 ff.) findings for trust effects on

income growth in less economically developed regions? 

7. Conclusion

Even though this analysis is limited in scope, it generally confirms the suggestion

that trust diminishes monitoring costs. To a certain degree trust apparently makes

laborious audits and ingenious remuneration schemes redundant. 

Given these findings, this on the one hand poses the question wether monitoring and

incentivisation are really necessary to the extent at which we can currently observe

them. If trust is indeed able to partly replace the examined control instruments, it is

maybe worth to further think and research about how trust can be fostered in order to

lower the 'overdrawn' agency costs. Doing this, one should keep in mind, that trust is

not a panacea, though. Other than monitoring or incentive, it can not be instantly

applied in any agency situation: The creation of trust is a long process and it depends

upon many, partly unknown factors. It might be impossible to create a perfectly

trustful environments, especially in bigger, and socially unequal or heterogenous

populations (Bjørnskov 2006: 12). It might cause high costs, too. But research shows

that once it is established, the advantages of trust are manifold and as the reviewed

literature emphasizes, the positive effects would surely exceed the sphere of the

owner-manager conflict. 

On the other hand, this study questions a basic assumption of Agency Theory, the

selfish and opportunistic agent. With reference to the literature review on trustwor-

thiness, I assume that some people and groups behave more trustworthy than others.

This can also be assumed for agents and it obviously influences the behavior of prin-

cipals. Agency theorists do not take account of this varying trust factor. They uncon-

ditionally assume self-interest and opportunism and thus unrestrictedly recommend

control in the form of monitoring and incentivisation. This work regards the exten-

sive use of control that we can observe in many environments as overdone and sees
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some cost-saving potential26 in a more trustful approach to social and economic inter-

action. To express it with the words of the initially quoted German saying: For many

situations it regards control as good, but as a general attitude it regards trust as better.

26 Further research should also try to name and quantify the costs that are related to the creation trust.
Costs of trust-creation could then be compared to the part of monitoring costs that high distrust 
causes.
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Appendix

A) Data Sample

Variables:

company: Company name

relincentive: incentive divided by remuneration

auditfee: Audit fee in EUR

assets: Total assets in EUR

revenues: Total revenues in EUR

employees: Number of employees

remuneration: Total remuneration

incentive: Variable part of remuneration

company relincen-
tive

auditfee assets revenues employ-
ees

remuneration incentive

adidas 65,82% 1.300.000,00 13.343.000.000,00 16.915.000.000,00 47.435 11.984.131,00 7.887.637,00

Allianz 77,76% 39.600.000,00 848.942.000.000,00 110.836.000.000,00 142.459 37.520.000,00 29.175.000,00

BASF 66,52% 21.000.000,00 70.836.000.000,00 70.449.000.000,00 112.435 25.347.000,00 16.860.000,00

Bayer 69,27% 17.000.000,00 70.234.000.000,00 46.324.000.000,00 116.800 15.170.000,00 10.508.000,00

Beiersdorf 65,89% 1.309.000,00 6.873.000.000,00 6.686.000.000,00 17.659 15.378.000,00 10.132.000,00

BMW 78,43% 15.000.000,00 172.174.000.000,00 92.175.000.000,00 122.244 35.472.904,00 27.820.594,00

Commerz-
bank

54,04% 15.850.000,00 532.641.000.000,00 16.242.000.000,00 51.305 14.120.000,00 7.630.000,00

Continental 64,72% 3.300.000,00 32.835.700.000,00 39.323.000.000,00 207.899 25.334.000,00 16.395.000,00

Daimler 54,34% 25.000.000,00 217.166.000.000,00 149.467.000.000,00 284.015 19.938.000,00 10.834.000,00

Deutsche 
Bank

0,00% 53.000.000,00 1.629.130.000.000,00 32.569.000.000,00 101.104 23.913.876,00 0,00

Deutsche 
Börse

69,60% 3.200.000,00 14.386.900.000,00 2.722.800.000,00 5.283 14.479.000,00 10.077.000,00

Deutsche 
Lufthansa

51,70% 6.500.000,00 32.462.000.000,00 32.056.000.000,00 119.559 9.628.000,00 4.978.000,00

Deutsche 
Post

62,88% 10.000.000,00 37.870.000.000,00 59.230.000.000,00 450.508 18.990.170,00 11.941.620,00

Deutsche Te-
lekom

59,92% 15.000.000,00 143.920.000.000,00 69.228.000.000,00 225.243 18.626.336,00 11.161.497,00

EON 59,31% 22.000.000,00 113.693.000.000,00 116.218.000.000,00 56.490 15.281.483,00 9.063.934,00

Fresenius 
Medical Care

76,78% 7.831.000,00 23.452.506.891,00 15.095.625.205,80 110.242 29.558.000,00 22.695.000,00

Fresenius 78,84% 17.000.000,00 43.387.000.000,00 27.995.000.000,00 222.305 28.619.000,00 22.564.000,00

Heidelberg 
Cement

67,69% 4.200.000,00 28.374.400.000,00 13.464.700.000,00 45.453 18.155.000,00 12.289.000,00

Henkel 79,40% 8.400.000,00 22.323.000.000,00 18.089.000.000,00 49.850 25.774.644,00 20.464.167,00

Infineon 
Technologies

51,56% 1.700.000,00 8.741.000.000,00 5.795.000.000,00 35.424 5.536.449,00 2.854.727,00
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Linde 71,66% 10.000.000,00 35.347.000.000,00 17.944.000.000,00 64.538 15.158.264,00 10.862.319,00

Merck 82,03% 7.900.000,00 38.007.200.000,00 12.844.700.000,00 39.012 37.575.000,00 30.823.000,00

Münchener 
Re

69,39% 6.686.000,00 276.520.000.000,00 48.309.000.000,00 43.554 22.732.083,00 15.774.479,00

ProSieben-
Sat1
Sat1

67,07% 2.300.000,00 5.317.300.000,00 3.260.700.000,00 4.880 12.144.700,00 8.145.800,00

RWE 57,36% 15.100.000,00 79.334.000.000,00 46.357.000.000,00 59.762 11.593.000,00 6.650.000,00

SAP 55,64% 9.000.000,00 41.390.000.000,00 20.793.000.000,00 76.986 12.340.500,00 6.866.300,00

Siemens 64,91% 43.700.000,00 120.348.000.000,00 75.636.000.000,00 345.000 24.269.000,00 15.754.000,00

Thyssen 
Krupp

68,90% 14.000.000,00 35.694.000.000,00 42.778.000.000,00 154.906 12.468.000,00 8.591.000,00

Volkswagen 66,16% 15.000.000,00 381.935.000.000,00 213.292.000.000,00 610.076 83.599.816,00 55.311.718,00

Vonovia 69,51% 3.100.000,00 30.959.100.000,00 2.182.500.000,00 6.368 11.046.104,00 7.677.911,00

ABB Ltd. 57,59% 23.359.210,00 37.985.486.000,00 32.000.313.900,00 135.800 42.672.236,56 24.574.103,17

Alfa Laval AB 18,42% 3.848.400,00 5.646.393.600,00 4.248.847.400,00 17.417 9.597.482,00 1.768.126,00

ASSA AB-
LOY AB

36,95% 5.879.500,00 9.376.057.600,00 7.279.783.100,00 45.994 14.218.555,20 5.253.172,90

Atlas Copco 
AB

27,30% 7.910.600,00 11.207.488.000,00 10.921.010.900,00 43.114 8.444.458,60 2.304.977,80

AstraZeneca 
PLC 

82,18% 8.297.480,00 55.223.894.000,00 22.284.145.200,00 61.500 19.784.232,00 16.258.029,00

Boliden AB 10,25% 534.500,00 4.680.793.600,00 4.301.869.800,00 4.878 3.005.921,10 308.085,80

Electrolux AB 44,39% 4.489.800,00 9.081.644.800,00 13.203.325.900,00 58.265 27.205.301,70 12.077.134,40

Ericsson AB 24,22% 9.941.700,00 30.938.694.400,00 26.395.748.000,00 116.281 27.217.476,97 6.591.329,46

Fingerprint 
Cards AB

38,65% 106.900,00 200.061.440,00 310.063.450,00 254 3.014.580,00 1.165.210,00

Getinge AB 20,62% 2.672.500,00 5.791.968.000,00 3.232.121.500,00 15.424 9.309.707,20 1.920.030,90

Hennes & 
Mauritz AB

7,62% 3.292.520,00 9.336.454.400,00 19.334.040.900,00 104.634 11.791.070,00 897.960,00

Investor AB 33,06% 2.458.700,00 36.620.992.000,00 2.711.518.500,00 91 5.071.015,30 1.676.619,60

Investment 
AB Kinnevik

36,98% 106.900,00 9.275.852.800,00 120.690.100,00 880 5.111.958,00 1.890.312,70

Lundin Petro-
leum AB

84,68% 830.649,90 4.395.298.050,00 513.451.670,00 589 31.482.623,30 26.659.262,10

Nordea AB 43,51% 6.000.000,00 646.868.000.000,00 10.140.000.000,00 29.826 12.006.910,00 5.224.450,00

Nokia Oyj 67,78% 13.500.000,00 20.926.000.000,00 12.499.000.000,00 56.690 16.027.198,00 10.862.922,00

Sandvik AB 13,54% 9.546.170,00 11.015.129.600,00 9.176.830.500,00 46.563 16.398.753,98 2.220.018,38

SCA AB 35,61% 6.841.600,00 16.578.073.600,00 12.327.280.400,00 44.051 17.407.278,08 6.198.500,61

Securitas AB 41,48% 3.805.640,00 4.423.960.320,00 8.643.944.690,00 327.800 15.526.476,70 6.440.938,80

SEB AB 24,32% 2.779.400,00 271.560.883.200,00 6.421.055.400,00 16.599 9.165.285,30 2.229.078,80

Sv. Handels-
banken

0,00% 1.817.300,00 277.672.070.400,00 6.054.281.500,00 11.819 16.890.200,00 0,00

Skanska AB 47,10% 5.558.800,00 10.626.169.600,00 16.360.938.100,00 48.470 14.180.391,90 6.678.470,60

SKF AB 19,87% 4.276.000,00 8.674.950.400,00 8.124.079.300,00 46.635 7.159.387,08 1.422.253,29

SSAB AB 29,38% 2.031.100,00 9.265.190.400,00 6.078.761.600,00 16.045 6.039.850,00 1.774.540,00

Swedbank 
AB

5,38% 3.313.900,00 233.795.424.000,00 4.022.005.600,00 13.893 15.904.475,10 855.200,00

Swedish 
Match AB

42,77% 748.300,00 1.612.851.200,00 1.548.553.400,00 4.488 5.815.680,70 2.487.135,40

Tele2 AB 28,64% 1.069.000,00 3.933.011.200,00 2.870.906.400,00 5.547 8.883.390,00 2.544.220,00
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Telia Compa-
ny AB

2,16% 5.131.200,00 27.637.049.600,00 9.254.226.100,00 21.342 12.128.339,50 261.905,00

Volvo AB 34,18% 11.545.200,00 40.709.152.000,00 33.407.853.500,00 99.501 12.103.930,49 4.136.592,14

Accor 47,91% 8.000.000,00 8.953.000.000,00 5.581.000.000,00 145.580 9.927.315,00 4.756.175,00

Air Liquide 59,01% 12.297.000,00 28.941.400.000,00 16.379.800.000,00 51.500 4.220.715,00 2.490.450,00

Arcelor Mittal 60,79% 23.269.020,00 70.583.051.000,00 57.340.998.200,00 209.000 13.084.765,20 7.953.856,10

AXA 56,64% 49.604.000,00 887.070.000.000,00 98.534.000.000,00 98.279 18.466.394,00 10.460.083,00

BNP Paribas 53,36% 50.755.000,00 1.944.193.000.000,00 42.938.000.000,00 189.077 7.042.312,00 3.757.760,00

Cap Gemini 69,87% 8.639.000,00 16.231.000.000,00 11.915.000.000,00 180.639 4.831.810,00 3.376.157,00

Credit Agrico-
le

43,33% 34.031.000,00 1.529.294.000.000,00 17.194.000.000,00 138.204 5.264.517,00 2.281.000,00

Danone 37,69% 12.800.000,00 32.712.000.000,00 22.412.000.000,00 99.781 4.829.240,00 1.820.000,00

Engie 50,31% 27.000.000,00 160.658.000.000,00 69.883.000.000,00 154.935 21.680.080,00 10.906.357,00

Essilor Intl. 80,47% 8.428.000,00 11.971.000.000,00 6.716.000.000,00 60.883 4.133.201,00 3.325.800,00

Klepierre 71,12% 2.500.000,00 18.309.800.000,00 1.208.400.000,00 1.496 3.615.410,00 2.571.265,00

L'Oreal 75,96% 16.500.000,00 33.711.300.000,00 25.257.400.000,00 82.881 9.149.680,00 6.949.680,00

Lafarge Hol-
cim

68,19% 24.747.360,00 67.646.724.200,00 22.107.641.600,00 100.956 36.202.212,71 24.685.392,24

Legrand 65,30% 4.944.436,00 7.813.500.000,00 4.809.900.000,00 36.097 1.800.909,00 1.175.909,00

Michelin 53,57% 8.775.000,00 23.893.000.000,00 21.199.000.000,00 111.681 2.383.869,00 1.276.975,00

Peugeot 72,19% 15.100.000,00 49.110.000.000,00 54.676.000.000,00 182.157 12.172.410,00 8.787.374,00

Publicis 
Groupe

77,45% 10.900.000,00 25.446.000.000,00 9.601.000.000,00 77.574 9.459.604,00 7.326.140,00

Renault 82,30% 11.430.000,00 90.605.000.000,00 45.327.000.000,00 120.136 7.251.790,00 5.968.350,00

Safran 63,77% 9.780.000,00 28.507.000.000,00 18.100.000.000,00 70.087 2.610.000,00 1.664.448,00

Saint Gobain 71,46% 21.700.000,00 44.856.000.000,00 39.623.000.000,00 170.372 3.864.119,00 2.761.467,00

Schneider 
Electric

81,93% 23.475.000,00 42.577.000.000,00 26.640.000.000,00 160.843 8.383.057,00 6.868.176,00

Societe Ge-
nerale

53,11% 41.000.000,00 1.334.391.000.000,00 25.639.000.000,00 145.703 8.403.317,00 4.463.236,00

Sodexo 80,65% 10.100.000,00 14.477.000.000,00 19.815.000.000,00 422.844 4.836.691,00 3.900.891,00

Solvay 47,94% 8.200.000,00 25.329.000.000,00 11.047.000.000,00 30.900 6.580.865,00 3.155.133,00

Technip 67,12% 6.979.000,00 13.669.000.000,00 10.337.900.000,00 30.068 10.498.808,00 7.047.252,21

Unibail-Ro-
damco

62,54% 4.100.000,00 38.109.800.000,00 1.685.000.000,00 1.996 8.491.456,00 5.310.875,00

Valeo 72,60% 7.400.000,00 11.440.000.000,00 14.544.000.000,00 74.507 3.346.936,00 2.430.000,00

Veolia Envi-
ronment

52,14% 27.600.000,00 35.888.600.000,00 24.964.800.000,00 158.780 9.664.553,00 5.039.516,00

Vinci 69,76% 17.600.000,00 62.147.000.000,00 38.518.000.000,00 185.452 5.313.915,00 3.707.164,00

Vivendi 68,48% 8.800.000,00 34.946.000.000,00 10.762.000.000,00 16.395 8.566.040,00 5.865.767,00

A.B. Food 58,93% 7.719.600,00 13.995.600.000,00 17.644.800.000,00 124.036 5.642.200,50 3.324.942,00

Antofagasta 66,14% 1.319.479,70 12.433.826.350,00 3.061.589.740,00 19.850 2.285.414,60 1.511.584,40

Astra Zeneca 82,18% 12.682.200,00 81.918.950.000,00 34.059.978.000,00 61.500 19.784.232,00 16.258.029,00

Berkeley 
Group Hol-
ding

91,26% 413.550,00 4.641.083.750,00 2.922.420.000,00 2.178 72.900.594,00 66.526.410,00

BHP Billiton 72,56% 20.218,79 114.426.730.000,00 39.193.868.300,00 80.368 38.669.864,40 28.058.109,00

British Ameri-
can Tobacco

65,94% 12.268.650,00 42.939.187.500,00 56.518.500.000,00 50.599 9.519.921,00 6.277.689,00
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Burberry 
Group

0,00% 3.170.550,00 3.153.233.750,00 3.466.513.950,00 10.181 4.011.189,63 0,00

Coca Cola 
HBC AG

34,72% 5.500.000,00 6.533.200.000,00 6.346.100.000,00 33.311 2.869.000,00 996.000,00

Diageo 45,36% 10.890.150,00 35.157.950.000,00 22.009.131.000,00 33.362 7.181.985,00 3.257.395,50

Easyjet 83,31% 551.400,00 3.064.262.500,00 6.459.651.000,00 10.104 9.019.525,50 7.514.203,50

Experian 61,99% 3.968.360,00 7.326.874.500,00 4.338.139.000,00 16.677 8.122.490,00 5.035.510,00

Fresnillo 17,47% 1.749.686,00 3.543.308.472,00 1.302.691.733,40 4.362 970.444,40 169.557,20

Informa 48,96% 1.792.050,00 4.168.977.500,00 1.671.017.700,00 6.570 4.346.744,10 2.128.318,53

Itercontinen-
tal Hotels

86,98% 4.329.120,00 3.461.826.500,00 1.626.125.700,00 7.311 7.720.978,50 6.716.052,00

Int. Cons. Air-
lines

83,72% 4.123.000,00 28.229.000.000,00 22.858.000.000,00 60.862 11.990.000,00 10.038.000,00

ITV 74,21% 1.654.200,00 1.562.787.500,00 4.096.902.000,00 6.238 8.087.659,50 6.001.989,00

Land Securi-
ties

80,55% 964.950,00 20.270.321.250,00 1.061.996.400,00 625 10.835.010,00 8.727.283,50

Marks & 
Spencer

41,19% 2.067.750,00 11.167.186.250,00 14.214.264.900,00 82.461 8.155.206,00 3.359.404,50

Mondi 77,39% 3.800.000,00 6.469.000.000,00 6.819.000.000,00 25.300 14.131.005,00 10.935.892,00

Pearson 5,86% 8.271.000,00 15.852.687.500,00 6.159.138.000,00 41.041 2.234.548,50 130.957,50

Prudential 62,64% 16.955.550,00 527.267.062.500,00 56.938.942.500,00 25.512 27.870.513,00 17.458.702,50

Rangold Re-
sources

76,07% 984.069,80 3.432.728,42 903.180.698,00 10.645 9.197.949,59 6.997.021,37

Royal Bank 
of Scotland

55,30% 38.735.850,00 1.110.993.400.000,00 17.814.355.500,00 90.158 7.845.043,50 4.338.139,50

Smith & Ne-
phew

71,00% 3.607.600,00 6.582.889.500,00 4.179.404.600,00 15.644 7.221.864,14 5.127.408,83

Smith Group 72,55% 6.892.500,00 5.422.750.000,00 3.993.514.500,00 23.250 6.001.989,00 4.354.681,50

Saint James 
Place

80,32% 2.067.750,00 80.765.730.000,00 4.291.132.650,00 1.430 12.895.889,56 10.357.716,78

STD Life 73,96% 8.271.000,00 240.783.725.000,00 12.257.622.000,00 6.431 10.311.180,00 7.625.862,00

Travis Per-
kins

73,84% 792.637,50 6.583.736.250,00 8.190.495.600,00 28.406 6.645.748,50 4.907.460,00

Vodafone 
Group

45,70% 16.542.000,00 167.005.712.500,00 58.209.919.500,00 126.710 8.182.776,00 3.739.870,50

Whitebread 79,77% 827.100,00 5.087.302.500,00 3.595.265.850,00 38.816 18.069.378,00 14.413.596,00
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B) Correlation of Model Variables

rel. 
incentive

auditfee assets revenues employees re-
muneration

incentive trust

rel. 
incentive

1,0000

auditfee 0,0486 1,0000

assets -0,1233 0,7444 1,0000

revenues 0,1687 0,5508 0,2657 1,0000

employees 0,1472 0,4540 0,1841 0,6749 1,0000

re-
muneration

0,2597 0,2216 0,1191 0,5825 0,4207 1,0000

incentive 0,4873 0,1393 0,0227 0,5825 0,3524 0,9430 1,0000

trust -0,5531 -0,3427 -0,1605 -0,2035 -0,2105 0,0421 -0,1033 1,0000
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LafarageHolcim Ltd. Building a new leader for a new world. Annual Report 
2015.

2016

Land Securities plc Annual Report 2015. 2016

Linde AG Nahe am Kunden. Geschäftsbericht 2015. 2016

L'Oréal S.A. Registration Document 2015, Annual Report. 2016

Lundin Petroleum AB Value driven transformation. Annual Report 2015. 2016

Marks & Spencer plc Annual report and financial statements 2015. 2016

Merck KGaA Stärker. Geschäftsbericht 2015. 2016

Mondi Group plc Integrated report and financial statements 2015. 2016

Münchener 
Rückversicherungs-
Gesellschaft AG

Konzerngeschäftsbericht 2015. 2016

Michelin SCA Document de Référence 2015. 2016

Nordea Bank AB Annual Report 2015. 2016

Nokia Oyj Innovation and possibilities. Nokia in 2015. 2016

Pearson Group plc Focused on delivery. Pearson Annual report and 
accounts 2015.

2016

Peugeot S.A. 2015 Registration document. Including the annual 
financial report.

2016

ProSiebenSat.1 Media 
SE

Growing to the next level. Geschäftsbericht 2015. 2016

Prudential plc Long-term thinking for life. Prudential plc Annual Report 
2015.

2016

Publicis Groupe S.A. 2015 Registration document, annual financial report. 2016
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Rangold Resources Ltd. Breaking new ground. Annual report 2015. 2016

Renault S.A. Registration document including the annual financial 
report 2015.

2016

Royal Bank of Scotland 
Group plc

Building a strong, simple, fair bank. 2016

RWE AG Geschäftsbericht 2015. 2016

Safran S.A. Registration document 2015 including the annual financial
report.

2016

Compagnie de Saint-
Gobain S.A.

2015 Registration Document including the 2015 annual 
financial report and the corporate social responsibility 
report.

2016

Sandvik AB Annual Report 2015. 2016

SAP SE Reimagine Your Business. Geschäftsbericht 2015. 2016

SCA AB Annual Report 2015. 2016

Schneider Electric SE Financial and Sustainable Development - Annual Report, 
Registration Document 2015.

2016

SEB AB Annual Report 2015. 2016

Securitas AB Annual Report 2015. 2016

Siemens AG Geschäftsbericht 2015. 2016

Skanska AB We build for a better society. 2016

SKF AB Annual Report 2015. 2016

Smith & Nephew plc Better outcomes. Supporting healthcare professionals for 
over 150 years.

2016

Smiths Group plc Bringing technology to life. Annual Report 2015. 2016

Société Generale S.A. 2016 Registration document, annual financial report 2015. 2016

Sodexo S.A. Fiscal 2015 Registration Document including the Annual 
Financial Report.

2016

Solvay S.A. Asking more. 2015 Annual Report. 2016

SSAB AB Toward industry-leading profitability. Annual Report 2015. 2016

St. Jame's Place plc Annual report & accounts 2015. 2016

Standard Life plc Growth, value, responsibility. Annual report and accounts 
2015.

2016

Svenska 
Handelsbanken AB

Annual Report 2015. 2016

Swedbank AB A sustainable financial system – a crucial element in 
building a society. Annual Report 2015.

2016

Swedish Match AB Making strides in smokeless. Annual Report 2015. 2016

Technip S.A. 2015 Reference document. Including the Annual Financial
Report.

2016

Tele2 AB Annual Report 2015. 2016

TeliaSonera AB What we did in 2015. Annual + Sustainability Report 
2015.

2016

thyssenkrupp AG engineering. tomorrow. together. Geschäftsbericht 
2014/2015.

2015

Travis Perkins plc Annual report & accounts 2015. 2016

Unibail-Rodamco SE Consistency. Financial Report 2015. 2016

Valeo S.A. 2015 Registration Document including the Integrated 
Report, the Annual Financial Report, the Corporate 

2016
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Governance and Sustainability Report.

Vinci S.A. 2015 Annual Report. 2016

Vinci S.A. Consolidated financial statements at 31 December 2015. 2016

Vivendi S.A. 2015 Annual Report 2016

Vodafone Group plc Unifying communications. Annual Report 2015. 2016

Volkswagen AG Menschen bewegen. Geschäftsbericht 2015. 2016

Volvo AB Annual and Sustainability Report 2015. 2016

Vonovia SE Es ist Zeit Wohnen neu zu denken. Geschäftsbericht 
2015.

2016

Whitebread plc Making everyday experiences special. Annual Report and
Accounts 2014/15.

2015
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Directory of Legal Documents

– Directive 2006/43/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17

May 2006 on statutory audits of annual accounts and consolidated accounts,

amending Council Directives 78/660/EEC and 83/349/EEC and repealing

Council Directive 84/253/EEC.

– Directive 2013/34/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on the

annual financial statements, consolidated financial statements and related

reports of certain types of undertakings, amending Directive 2006/43/EC of

the European Parliament and of the Council and repealing Council Directives

78/660/EEC and 83/349/EEC.

– Directive 2014/56/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16

April 2014 amending Directive 2006/43/EC on statutory audits of annual

accounts and consolidated accounts.

– Handelsgesetzbuch (HGB) in der im BGBl Teil III, Gliederungsnr. 4100-1,

veröffentlichten bereinigten Fassung, das durch Artikel 5 des Gesetzes vom

5. Juli 2016 (BGBl. I S. 1578) geändert worden ist.

– Regulation 1606/2002/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of

19 July 2002 on the application of international accounting standards.
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